Materials and Methods

Seismic Dataset
All data used in this study were obtained from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data Management Center using the Standing Order for Data toolkit (32) . Shallow earthquake sources (< 75 km) with magnitudes ≥ 5.8 M w were used to ensure sufficient seismic energy to excite the precursor and avoid depth phase interference. The instrument response was deconvolved from each seismogram and the data were rotated to obtain the transverse component of motion. The dataset was band-pass filtered at corners of 10 and 50 seconds to remove high and low frequency noise. The initial dataset consisted of 175,892 seismograms. Previous studies used displacement seismograms to detect shallow precursors (17) . In displacement, the long period SS waveform obfuscates shallow reflectors (16) and empirical source wavelet construction will remove the shallow reflector during deconvolution. To avoid these complications, this study differentiates each displacement seismogram twice to obtain high-frequency acceleration seismograms, which separate the G precursor from the long period sidelobe of SS, allowing the direct imaging of G in the depth range of 40-200 km (Fig. 1 ). There is a tradeoff in using this approach, as acceleration emphasizes higher frequencies, amplifying the noise in each seismogram. To quality control the dataset, each seismogram is cross correlated with a reflectivity synthetic generated for the appropriate source parameters and station location, visually inspected for clear SS arrivals, polarity corrected if needed, and rated by a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). SNR is calculated by comparing the enveloped maximal amplitude in a ±15 s window centered on the SS theoretical arrival time to the enveloped maximal amplitude in a 100 s window positioned 100 s before the theoretical S arrival time. All synthetics in this study are calculated using the reflectivity method (33) . Based upon prior SNR experiments (34) , only events with a SS arrival with a SNR ≥ 3.0 were subjected to interactive scrutiny, producing a final dataset of 30,423 high-quality seismograms.
Stacking Methodology
The SS precursors are low-amplitude seismic phases, typically 1-10% of the reference SS, requiring the stacking of many hundreds to thousands of seismograms to reduce the noise levels such that the precursory arrivals can be analyzed. Data are slowness stacked by the expected delays/advances from a reference epicentral distance of 125º [see detailed methodology for SS precursor stacking theory and associated resolution tests and stacking experiments in (34) ]. Data were organized into 1000 km radius geographic bins to approximate the size of the SS quarter period Fresnel zone for a 10 s wave (Figs. 1-2). Bins are spaced every 500 km and relocated to the average underside reflection point of SS sampling the within the bin. Stacked data are limited to the epicentral distance window of 95-115º and 140-165º to exclude interfering seismic arrivals such as precursors to ScSScS (34) . Each record is weighted by its SNR value to equalize precursory energy across a variety of noise levels. A reflectivity synthetic seismogram (33) is generated for each source and receiver using the reference velocity model PAC06SH (10) , and stacked alongside the data to further constrain the validity of the result.
Error Analysis: The robustness of each stacked trace is evaluated using a bootstrapresampling algorithm with 300 random replacement samples, where amplitudes falling above the 95% confidence interval (2σ) are considered robust (35) . Each resample populates a stack with a random subset of the records available for the bin; this subset is equal to the number of records in the bin. For example, a resample of a bin with 1000 records will stack a random subset of 1000 seismograms, allowing some records to occur more than once. Previous experimentation with the bootstrap approach finds performing this resampling process 300 times produces stable estimates for evaluating the mean stacked amplitudes at the 95% confidence interval (34) . Stacks with > 100 records are generally found to produce clear signals, though individual stacks with less data often produce interpretable results (36) . The bootstrap resampling is also used to generate histograms of precursory arrival times for both positive and negative polarity precursory arrivals; robust arrival times are required to fall above the 95% confident amplitudes in the stack (37) . This histogram is then used to evaluate the error associated with each precursory pick. Precursor polarity is determined by comparison with the stacked synthetics to avoid the picking of sidelobes. Only the largest amplitude swing (positive or negative) preceding the SS sidelobe is considered as a robust precursor, though interactive picking of the precursor arrival time is needed when this arrival is close to the SS sidelobe or multiple arrivals are present (resulting in a corresponding rise in uncertainty in these stacks).
Travel time corrections: 3-D travel time perturbations arising from mantle heterogeneity between SS and the G precursor are removed using the global shear wave tomography model, S20RTS (38) by calculating the differential delay/advance accrued along a 1-D raypath. The 3-D correction is small (1-2 seconds), owing to the very similar paths of SS and G precursor through the model (Fig. 1) . A similar 3-D correction for crustal structure and surface topography is calculated using the global crustal model CRUST2.0 (39). The crustal structure and surface topography correction is referenced to PREM without an ocean and 0 km elevation (40) . To convert to depth, precursory travel times are matched to arrival times of theoretical reflectors introduced into a 1-D PREM velocity model.
Measuring velocity contrast:
The magnitude of the velocity contrast across the discontinuity (Fig. 2c) is obtained using the amplitude ratio between the precursory phase and the primary SS phase, corrected for differential attenuation, geometrical spreading, and source radiation patterns using the stacked reflectivity synthetics. The corrected amplitude ratios are matched to theoretical reflection coefficient ratios calculated for various velocity contrasts across a discontinuity (Fig. 2c, Fig. S1 ). The presence of a weak density contrast (-1%) also satisfies the measured amplitude ratios, reducing the magnitude of the required velocity contrast, but the inclusion of this density contrast introduces a dynamically unstable layer in the Earth, and is inconsistent with past studies [e.g., (41) ].
SOM Text Deeper Mantle Interfaces
This section describes the weaker negative precursory arrivals detected between 120-180 km depth throughout the Pacific study region. These deeper horizons do not always coincide with the shallower G observations, lying predominantly beneath ridges, some subduction zones, and Hawaii (Figs. S1-S2 ). The negative shear wave velocity contrasts at the deeper mantle interfaces are about 2-3% less than the velocity contrast across the G, though there is considerable variability (Table S1 ). Beneath several of the circum-Pacific subduction zones, this negative reflector appears between 120-140 km depth, though the juxtaposition of dipping and overriding lithosphere can create significant complexity not resolved by the SS wavefield. Elsewhere in the Pacific, the SS precursors detect two separate horizons, mapped to approximately 140 km and 170 km depth beneath the East Pacific Rise and Hawaii (Figs. S1-S2 ). Individual stacks often show robust arrivals at both depths (e.g., Fig 2b, Stack 1) , though only the highest amplitude negative precursor is selected for analysis.
Seismic discontinuities at 100-200 km depth are observed in a number of past studies, though a global boundary is not ascribed to this depth range [e.g., (42) ]. A slightly deeper interface, the Lehmann discontinuity, is sometimes found at 200-250 km, though this discontinuity is more often detected beneath continents (43) , and estimates for the velocity contrast range from +2% to +6% (44) . Surface wave tomography images a +3% to +5% gradual increase in shear velocity near 150-200 km depth (Fig. S5) . Seismic waveform modeling of positive velocity contrasts at 150 km depth indicates the 2 deeper precursors may instead be the negative sidelobes of a weakly positive precursor ( Fig. S3g-i ). The two negative sidelobes approximately 10 seconds apart, which is consistent with the period of a 10 s low-pass filtered SS precursory waveform. A weak positive velocity contrast (Fig. S3g) and/or velocity gradient (Fig. S3h ) are both consistent with tomographically constructed velocity models [e.g., (1, 20, 45, 46) ], though why the base of the LVZ would sharpens beneath ridges and hotspots remains unclear. A double negative discontinuity (Fig. S3i ) also explains the observed precursory arrivals, but is incompatible with the tomographically imaged velocity structure.
Comparison to Past Studies
The following section presents a detailed technical comparison of the results from this study to results from an assortment of diverse techniques that observe the G beneath the Pacific (47). Past work has utilized refracted, reflected, and converted seismic waves to detect this shallow interface. Each seismic phase requires the use of particular data and analysis techniques, and as a consequence, has a distinctive sensitivity to mantle structure, giving rise to differences between the various seismic techniques. Most studies agree that the G beneath the oceans represents a 5-10% decrease in shear velocity at 40-100 km depth. Results from several past studies are presented alongside the SS precursor results in Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 to help illustrate where the various methodologies overlap or disagree.
SS Precursors: Several studies have used SS precursors to investigate shallow reflectors [e.g., (17, 48) ]. The study by (17) (R&S) images shallow discontinuity structure beneath the Pacific, while the work of (48) samples subduction in the northwestern Pacific and beneath eastern Asia. Example Stack 7 ( Fig. 2) is comparable to the results of (48) and finds good agreement with their recovered waveform and structure, though their coverage does not extend to the entire Pacific basin. R&S deal with the issue of the long period sidelobe of SS by forward modeling the waveform effects of a shallow reflector convolved with an empirically constructed long period SS wavelet. They then cross correlate the distorted waveform with data stacks to find the best matching depth and sharpness of a shallow reflector. This approach allows them to study the structure of shallow discontinuities producing precursors arriving extremely close in time to SS.
Comparing the R&S coverage to the results in this study reveals significant overlap in most regions, though the most notable exception is a lack of any G detections near Hawaii and subduction zones. This reveals a limitation of the R&S modeling approach; it is thwarted by multiple discontinuities, such as those imaged beneath Hawaii and many circum-Pacific subduction zones, and also by seismic noise in the stack (Fig. S1 ). Both effects required R&S to eliminate many stacks as non-robust, a drawback less prevalent in the acceleration analysis, which retains the majority of stacks. Despite these limitations, the R&S approach has sensitivity to reflectors lying at depths < 40 km, a depth range in which the acceleration approach is obfuscated by the SS sidelobe. This explains the R&S detection of a shallow discontinuity (< 40 km) to the south of the South Pacific Superswell that is not detected here.
Where overlap between the SS precursor studies exists, there is a 10-15 km offset in the depth of the interfaces (Fig. S2) . This difference likely arises from the sensitivity of long period seismic waves; the 20 s period waves used by R&S are more sensitive to the width of the velocity gradient, the 10 s period waves in the acceleration analysis are more sensitive to the sharpest part of the seismic gradient (Fig. S3) . Finally, the systematic increase in discontinuity depth along mantle flow lines observed in R&S similar to (49) is not as strong in this study, though the R&S interpretation hinges upon a few observations in the western Pacific of a relatively deep reflector (Fig. S2 ). The acceleration analysis reveals this deeper discontinuity may be a completely different boundary unrelated to the LAB or the G. In addition, most of the precursory detections of the G in the acceleration approach underlie regions that have been thermally perturbed, resetting the thermal age of the lithosphere.
Receiver Functions: Past work using P-waves converted to S-waves (or vice versa) at a discontinuity below the receiver finds evidence for a 5-10% sharp velocity decrease near 50-90 km depth beneath most ocean islands [e.g., (12, (50) (51) (52) (53) ]. This technique, known as the receiver function method, provides high-resolution constraints on discontinuity depth, velocity contrast, anisotropy, and sharpness. Moreover, receiver function analysis is limited to regions with an overlying seismometer, making imaging of the mantle beneath the Pacific patchy and incomplete (Fig. S1 ). This is further complicated by the fact that seismic data from ocean islands are often noisy and difficult to interpret (12) . Despite these limitations, there are a number of receiver function studies that have been used to investigate shallow structure beneath the Pacific. In particular, the Hawaiian archipelago has been imaged extensively by receiver functions [e.g., (12, 52, 53) ], finding a discontinuity that varies in depth from 60-90 km over a few hundred kilometers. The SS precursors detect a gradual decrease in depth of the G along the Hawaiian hotspot track, (Fig. S3c ) a trend that mirrors the rejuvenation of the lithosphere imaged by receiver functions (53) . Where available, receiver functions produced from ocean island stations show good agreement with the SS precursor results (12) . Resolution differences between the lateral extent of the SS precursor and receiver function imaging of Hawaii (and elsewhere) primarily arise from the sampling sensitivity of the SS Fresnel zone and longer period nature of this seismic phase. SS smears structure over long wavelengths (> 1000 km) (54), producing a broad anomaly and averaging out small-scale topographic structure. This issue is particularly important when comparing the results of the SS precursors to receiver function imaging of a shallow discontinuity near subduction zones [e.g., (50) ], as the long-wavelength nature of SS is incapable of resolving the small-scale structures expected near juxtaposed lithospheres. A survey of Pacific-rim subduction zones (50) reveals a sharp G beneath many subducting slabs, consistent with the model of (11) . The origin of a melt layer beneath a subducting slab (rather than in the mantle wedge) remains enigmatic, though concentration of small amounts volatile stabilized partial melt at the base of the lithosphere may play a role (11, 24) . Dipping structures are difficult to image with the SS precursors, so it is unclear if G observations here are from sub-slab or wedge-related structure (or both). Despite these complexities, the SS precursors detect the G near many of the subduction zones in the circum-Pacific, and given the differing sensitivities, the depths of observations from both methods are in relatively good agreement (Figs. S1-S2).
ScS Reverberations and Triplications: Triplicated S-waves and ScS reverberations are sensitive to the impedance contrast and depth of the G, though these investigations average seismic structure over elongated geographic corridors. A joint inversion of surface waves and ScS reverberations identified the G at a constant depth of ~65 km in a seismic corridor stretching from Tonga to Hawaii (5), overlapping with several SS precursory detections in the same region. Another study using triplicated mantle S-waves found a sharpened G near a depth of 65 km in a corridor sampling across the central Pacific (10) . This central Pacific corridor lies in the vicinity of an extensive region of SS precursory detections of the G near the South Pacific Superswell (Fig. S1) . A variety of recent ScS reverberation studies (stars, Fig. S1 ) also sample the G under the Pacific (55, 56) and below Hawaii (57) . At Hawaii, there is relatively good overlap in the location of the observations, though the ScS reverberations detect the boundary about 25 km deeper than the SS precursors. This may reflect the differing sensitivities of the two methods and the small-scale discontinuity relief present beneath the hotspot [e.g., (53) ]. The G is not detected in a corridor between Hawaii and North America by either the ScS reverberations or SS precursors [corridor 5 in (56)]. Agreement in the western Pacific is less coherent; there are many corridors where the ScS reverberations detect a G that is not imaged by the SS precursors. The reflection coefficients recovered by the ScS reverberations in these corridors range from -2.5% to -5.5% (corresponding to -5% to -11% reductions in shear wave velocity, respectively), with one outlier at -7.1% (-14% reduction in shear wave velocity), well above the SS precursor detection limit of velocity contrasts of -2% to -3%. The reflection coefficient recovered by ScS reverberations is highly dependent upon the assumed velocity gradient; modeling by (56) suggests gradients up to 30 km thick, which lies outside the detectability of the SS precursors (Fig.  S3) . ScS reverberations are thus more sensitive to velocity gradient structure than the SS precursors, and regions with weaker ScS reflection coefficients and no SS precursor are plausibly explained by the presence of a wider velocity gradient across the G. It is notable that the corridor between Hawaii and Vanuatu with a reflection coefficient of -7.1% produces a robust SS precursor, as do many of the northwestern corridors sampled by the SS precursors, though there does not appear to be uniform reflectivity along the entire corridor. Weaker ScS reverberations from the G beneath the western Pacific also indicate the boundary is relatively deep (80-120 km) beneath older crust (Fig. S2) . The presence of a weak G beneath these regions supports the hypothesis that the G exists everywhere beneath the Pacific as a thermally-controlled seismic gradient, but is locally enhanced by melt collecting at the base of the lithosphere. (17) [crosses], ScS reverberation corridors (55, 56) [stars], and a Hawaii ScS reverberation study (57) [star located near Hawaii]. In both panels, plate boundaries (black dashed lines) and hotspots (light blue stars) give the location of tectonic and volcanic features. S3 . Modeling of the detectability and reflectivity of shallow upper mantle discontinuities. A) Schematic of the modeled parameters for the G, the starting model used is PAC06SH (10). B) Modeled detection threshold (dashed line) for the G discontinuity for models low-pass filtered at 10 seconds. Models falling outside the detection threshold do not produce a robust negative SS precursor arrival. C) Stacks of reflectivity synthetic seismograms (33) for different gradient widths, low-pass filtered with a corner of 10 seconds. 95% confident negative amplitudes (gray) are obtained from stacking the synthetics across the epicentral distance range of the G. D) Stacks of reflectivity synthetic seismograms for increasingly negative velocity contrasts across a sharp discontinuity (no gradient); signal processing details are the same as in part (C). E) Measured amplitude ratios of the G precursor for increasing gradient widths at different low-pass filters (colored lines). The velocity contrast across the discontinuity is maintained at -6% in each model. F) Measured amplitude ratios of the G precursor for increasing velocity contrasts at different low-pass filters. Details are the same as part (E). Low frequency filtering of the synthetic waveforms enhances the long-period sidelobe of SS, obfuscating the precursory arrivals. In parts E and F, gray shading indicates regions with amplitude ratios below 0.005 that are difficult to distinguish from the background in the stacked synthetic dataset. G) Schematic of velocity gradients across a discontinuity at 150 km depth; the positive velocity contrast is fixed at 5%. The lower panel shows stacks of reflectivity synthetic seismograms for increasing gradient width; signalprocessing details are the same as in part (C). H) Modeling results for increasing velocity contrasts across a sharp discontinuity (no gradient) at 150 km depth. Signal-processing details in the lower panel are the same as in part (C). The precursor shown in parts G-H is positive, the two highlighted negative arrivals are the sidelobes. I) Modeling results for two sharp negative velocity contrasts at 140 and 170 km depth; signal-processing details in the lower panel are the same as in part (C). In this scenario, a weak positive arrival is formed by constructive interference of the sidelobes of the two negative precursory arrivals. The small black circles above models in panels (G-I) indicate models consistent with the observed deeper SS precursors (e.g., deeper arrivals in Fig 2b, Stack 1) .
Fig. S4. Evidence for the association of the G with melt production and volcanic processes. A) Stacks of data sampling beneath seamounts of differing eruption ages (60).
Error envelopes (black shading) indicate the ±2σ confidence bounds of stacked amplitudes; negative (dark gray) and positive (light gray) shading signifies amplitudes ≥ 2σ. A robust negative SS precursor is only present beneath relatively young (< 10 Ma) surface volcanism and weak or absent elsewhere, though several exceptions exist (e.g. north of Hawaii and to the north of the South Pacific Superswell). B) Experimental temperature and velocity relationships from (26) (squares) and (2) (lines) at 50 km (blue) and 75 km (red) depth. When mantle temperatures approach the dry peridotite solidus, melt is produced. For a given lithospheric velocity of 4.5 km/s (52), the corresponding asthenospheric velocity is calculated using the measured velocity reduction across the G interface and mapped to a corresponding intersection of the experimentally determined velocity and temperature relationship. For a purely thermal reduction of velocity by ≥ 5%, the dry peridotite solidus is crossed, producing melt. For larger velocity drops, up to 3% partial melt is inferred. Volatiles will both decrease asthenospheric velocities and reduce the temperature of the solidus [e.g., (4, 61) ]. C) Geographic distribution and ages of seamounts used to construct part (A), along with the location of stacks with a G associated with subduction zones (gray crosses) and all other stacks (black circles). The size of a 1000 km radius stack is shown in the lower left. Black dashed lines depict plate boundaries. Also depicted is a region of high asthenospheric shear (> 12 cm/year) along the East Pacific Rise that partially correlates with detections away from recent surface volcanism (29) . (20) . Globes provide the velocity and radial anisotropy for various depths in the models, as well as the location of hotspots (stars), plate boundaries (dashed lines), and depths of the G (inverted triangles). The lower panels in parts (A) and (B) are a vertical cross-section of the structure beneath the Pacific, indicating the velocity contrast and depth (squares) of discontinuities falling within 750 km of the slice. Where observed, the depth of the G coincides roughly with the top of the tomographically defined LVZ, suggesting a relationship with the LAB. The deeper discontinuity coincides with the bottom of the LVZ (62). NR=Number of seismograms, Age=999 indicates crustal age not available, see (33) .
